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Across
1. The theory or practice of emphasizing 

the regional characteristics of locale or 

setting, as by stressing local speech.

3. A type of music with a strong rhythnm 

which was popular in early 1900s.

10. A theatrical genre of variety 

entertainment. It was especially popular in the 

Untied Staes and Canada from the early 

1880s until the early 1930s

11. a style of painting and sculpture 

developed about the mid-19 century in which 

figures and scenes are depicted as they are 

experienced or might be experienced in 

everyday life

13. poor, croweded,and run down urban 

neighborhood

14. A minority that speaks a different 

language or follows different customs than 

the majority of people in a country.

16. An approach to literature, art, and 

theater that shows thing as they really are.

17. cramped quarters on a ship's lower 

decks for passengers paying the lowest fares

18. institution located in a poor 

neighorborhood that provided numerous 

communtiy services such as medical care, 

child care, libraries, and classes in English.

Down
2. the belief that those born in a country 

are superior to immigrants

4. a buliding in which several families rent 

rooms or apartments, often with little 

sanitation or safety

5. The name asscotied with America in the 

late 1800s, referring to the extravagant wealth 

of a few and the terrible poverty that lay 

underneath

6. orginally an agricultural college 

established as a result of 1862 Morrilact that 

gave states large amounts of federal land that 

could be sold to raise money for education.

7. A shop or factory where workers work 

long hours at low wages under unheathly 

conditions.

8. To absorb a group into the culture of a 

larger population.

9. writing which exaggerates sensational, 

dramtic, and gruesome events to attract 

readers, named for stories that were popular 

during the 1880s; a type of sensational biased 

and often false reporting.

12. Residental area or mixed use are, either 

exsiting as part of a city or urban area.

15. To leave one's homeland to live 

elsewhere


